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ASSEMBLY OF THE SWISS ABROAD

The theme of this year's Assembly
of the Swiss Abroad at Zofingen was
"The Total Revision of the Federal
Constitution". The former Federal
Councillor F. T. Wahlen, chairman of
the special commission set up by the
Government to study the question,
addressed the plenary meeting on Sat-
urday morning, 29th August. We pub-
lish here a much condensed résumé in
English of the highly informative and
extremely interesting speech in German.

Prof. Wahlen began by praising
the Swiss living outside Switzerland for
devoting the short time at their dis-
posai when on holiday in their home-
land to such an important and complex
subject. He thanked them for their in-
terest, for attending the Assembly and
for answering the questionnaire sent
out by the Secretariat for the Swiss
Abroad in Berne. He assured the meet-
ing that his commission would consider
the answers with due attention.

The Wahlen Catalogue

A questionnaire, the so-called
"Catalogue Wahlen" was sent to the
Cantons, the political parties and the
universities. The questions were ans-
wered also by the Churches, a number
of organisations and individual citizens.
The replies fill four volumes with a
total of over 2,000 pages. It will take
another year of hard work to prepare
the final report to the Federal Council.
In his speech, Mr. Wahlen followed the
questionnaire which, he said, might
well be used as the basic outline of a
new Constitution.

To the first question, that of
Human Rights, the answers were over-
whelmingly in favour of listing the
basic rights in a preamble to a new
Constitution, not least with regard to
protecting the individual against attacks
by third parties.

Opinions varied greatly on the
point of whether the right of the indi-
vidual to work and to a home should
be anchored. As to political rights,
the answers very largely demanded
women's suffrage in federal matters;
this showed the change which had
taken place since the poll on 1st Feb-
ruary, 1959. There was also unanimity
with regard to the discriminating de-
nominational Articles; the general view
was that these as well as women's
rights should be settled by partial
changes prior to a total revision. Prof.
Wahlen referred to possible political
rights of the Swiss living abroad. He
recalled the lengthy discussions on the
subject already when the
sc/zvm'zmwr/keZ was added to the
Constitution. He enumerated some of
the difficulties and said that only Swiss

from abroad temporarily resident at
home could possibly be considered, in
the first place young Swiss doing mili-
tary service in Switzerland.

In the chapter on extending the
citizens' rights, replies showed that the
present ruling as to State agreements,
whereby only pacts which are for an
unlimited period or for more than 15

years are subject to the Referendum, is
not satisfactory. But no better solution
has come forth. It would not be in the
interest of the country if every short-
term agreement would have to be sub-
mitted to the electorate who might well
reject it for purely emotional reasons.

A gratifying proof of the harmoni-
ous co-existence of the various groups
within Switzerland, is the fact that no
constitutional protection for minorities
was asked for. Tolerance and respect
were more valuable than legal pressure.

Foreigners and the Constitution

Next, Federal Councillor Wahlen
referred to the status of foreigners resi-
dent in Switzerland. Generally, their
quality in human rights was demanded
in the answers to the questionnaire,
though naturally not as far as political
rights are concerned. For the benefit of
the Swiss abroad, he stressed that the
majority of the many votes in favour of
the Schwarzenbach Initiative must not
be counted as anti-foreigners, but that
they were the expression of the feeling
of /naZa/se about the ever-increasing
pursuit of economic development and
the ensuing decreasing value of money.

In the chapter defence and obliga-
tion to serve, demands were made that
the Constitution should express the
need of a comprehensive defence of
the country. Civil defence for women
after being granted suffrage, possibly
also for foreigners, was asked for, and
that in view of the increasing techno-
logical importance of defence, the pro-
fessional military corps should be en-
larged. Most answers were in favour of
a non-military service for conscientious
objectors, which should be at least as
long and demanding as the military
service.

Should the economic Article of
1947 be kept unaltered? Most answers
agreed that it had proved reasonable
on the whole, but that it was time Gov-
ernment and Parliament should be
given the possibility to influence the
economy according to the needs of the
day, without having to report to the
urgency rulings (Art. 89 ZuT). Mr.
Wahlen considered it a sad page in
Swiss parliamentary history that all
efforts by the Government to try and
improve matters had so far been
frustrated.

A majority of replies deemed it
essential that agriculture should be

accorded a special position within the
general economy.

The answers regarding finance
were extremely diversified. As is well
known, it has not yet been possible to
establish a permanent FmflnzorzZramg,
and the "special case Switzerland"
where citizens decide on their own
taxes, shows that a great many indivi-
dual considerations influence the elec-
torate. It remains to be seen if the pro-
posed new FZnanzorzZnnng will be

accepted by the people in November,
or whether opposition is still strong
enough to prevent permanent arrange-
ments.

The subject of the relationship be-
tween Confederation and Cantons
brought out an interesting change;
more centralisation used to be asked
for, but now after two world wars, the
great majority of the replies reflected
the conviction that the Confederation
must remain a strongly defined Con-
federation of States. In many fields, in-
creased influence by the Confederation
seems to be essential, but this should
not lead to a lack of interest by the
Cantons and too much reliance on
federal finances on their part.

Little was said about any change
regarding the status of the Cantons.
Any changes should be considered in
the light of events and by partial
revision.

Much was said with regard to the
use of the new Articles on territorial
rights and town and country planning
where much had been neglected, and it
is hoped that the country will be
developed not only rationally but also
in a worthy manner and with due re-
gard to the conservation of landscape
and nature.

The question of competence of
Confederation and Cantons is an im-
portant one, and most of the answers
were in favour of the present order,
i.e. that all competences not explicitly
granted to the Confederation in the
Constitution, belonged to the Cantons.

Political representation for the
Swiss Abroad

The subject of federal authorities
caused great interest. The two-Chamber
system was advocated also for the
future with very few exceptions. The
biggest criticism was the political com-
position of the Council of States, which
varies greatly from that of the National
Council, due to the different methods
of election. Various changes were pro-
posed to increase the number of Coun-
cillors of States, and a group of Swiss
abroad proposed HMsZanzAc/rweizer
representation of four National Coun-
cillors and two Councillors of States.

Regarding the National Council,
proportional representation was fav-
oured in general, though there were
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some proposals to strengthen the elec-
tion of personalities rather than repre-
sentatives of political parties. Unani-
mously it was demanded that the
Article 75 be taken out, according to
which the clergy may not stand for
Parliament.

Equally unanimous were the re-
plies to the question of whether Parlia-
ment should become professional—no.
Although their work should be made
easier by various arrangements made
by the Chambers themselves, and
allowances should be increased to en-
able the self-employed to be in Parlia-
ment.

The comments regarding compo-
sition and election of the Federal
Council clearly expressed the convic-
tion that the system of corporate
responsibility should be kept, and were
consequently against an increase in the
number of Federal Councillors. Not
many asked for popular election of the
Government, although there was some
demand for dropping the tradition of
priority for the three largest Cantons.
Many were the proposals to lighten the
burden of a Federal Councillor.

Gradually, the Government has
been given more responsibility but this
would demand a tighter supervision by
Parliament.

A complex question is that of Fer-
/assTmsgerzc/ztobarkez'/, but it would be
too difficult to go into all the pros and
cons.

The wish for continuity

Should there be an Economic
Council and an ombudsman? Opinions
agreed that on no account must an
Economic Council become a legislative
body; it might have some use as advi-
sory body, especially with regard to the
consultation system. The ombudsman
had some advocates, though it was
suggested that he should be tried out
at cantonal level. "Chancellor of
Justice" was the name proposed.

Reticence was used with regard to
neutrality which should not be an-
chored in the Constitution. Entry into
United Nations or Common Market
should still be subject to plebiscite.
Incidentally, it was generally desired
that the opening words "In the name
of God the Almighty" should be
retained.

So far Prof. Wahlen's reference to
the questionnaire and the replies re-
ceived. He said it was clear that there
was an overwhelming wish to keep the
fundamental structure, i.e. direct demo-
cracy, federalism, two-Chamber sys-
tem and corporate responsibility of the
Government. Nevertheless, there were
many important points which might
make a total revision of the Constitu-
tion desirable. Of the 130 partial revi-
sions submitted to the electorate since
1874, about 70 had been accepted.
There were anomalies, and he men-
tioned ridiculous examples from the
alcohol Articles and of how a consti-
tutional plebiscite had been necessary
to increase Kursaal gaming stakes
from 2 to 5 francs. A number of little
items like the terms "bis — ter- quater"
etc. could easily be omitted to make
the Constitution more pleasing to the
eye. Such alterations could be made
under the term "Constitution cos-
metics"; they certainly did not provide
a valid reason for a total revision.

Mr. Wahlen said that his commis-
sion had deliberately refrained from
asking whether a total revision was
desirable or necessary. That decision
could only be reached when all the
answers had been carefully evaluated.
Generally, the wish for a total revision
seemed to come out of the questions.
Those against the argument that there
was no special occasion or event (such
as the change from a Federation of
States into a Confederation in 1848).
We should learn from history, but we
should not adhere to precedence when
conditions and circumstances were
completely different. There was no
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emotional event which would prompt
a total revision; it should be looked
upon as coming out of patriotic feel-
ings of duty to the country. Due to the
scientific revolution, life had become
so much faster and was changing
rapidly. What was considered progress
yesterday, had become alarming today,
such as water and air pollution to which
we were all contributing. Young people
felt the shortcomings of today's society
more acutely than we who had gone
through the bad times of wars and
crises. We should agree that opposition
was the privilege of youth. But what we
missed in many young people as well
as in dissatisfied intellectuals, was an
opposition with concrete aims. The
confrontation with the constitutional
revision may help to make it clear to
these people that, apart from dedication
to anarchism, one could be aga/nx?
everything only if one was ready to
pledge oneself /or something new.

To search for better values

The young and the old in our
country, concluded Federal Councillor
Wahlen, needed re-orientation, not
only regarding the above principle but
in all spheres of life, "/to jprnzzZa/zcm
azzz/ cons'/ant ammap'em to r/ze rexpew-
sz/zzZ/Ty o/ a// p/ZZzzzto o/ ozzr soc/ery, /ro/n
/zozzze to «mverjzfy, o/ C/zwrc/z uni/
Sta/e, o/ po/zï/crzZ and c/vzc organisa-
Pons, o/ r/zose rexpcw.HZz/e /or znass
zzzez/z'a. // wozz/z/ Z>e wzmz/zr/wZ z'/ pre-
occzzpzzPo« wz'/Zz recreating f/ze Consfz-
tzztzon, con/z/ Zeaz/ to a co/zzzzzon starting
point in t/ze searc/z /or Zzetter vaZzzes. /t
is too earZy toz/ay to prez/ict w/zet/zer
sac/z a coznznon e//ort wozzZz/ give as
t/ze strengt/z aZreaz/y wit/zin t/ze next
/ew yezzrs to zzzzz/cr/a/cg t/ze /zzzge tas/c

o/ a totaZ revision, fizzt it is certain t/zat
t/ze Zarge azrzownt o/ worA: vviZZ not /zave
Zzeen z/one z'n vain, zznz/ t/zat it wi/Z Zze

/or t/ze goozZ o/ ozzr coantrv. Frozzz t/zis
point o/ view, / s/zozzZz/ Zz'&e to express
weZZ-z/eservezi zznz/ /zeart/eZt t/zanA:s to
aZZ t/zose w/zo /zave expressez/ t/zeir
views to t/ze szz/zznittez/ z/aestions in
sac/z a cozz.se/emzozto anz/ competent
zzzanner."

The applause which greeted the
address by the former Federal Coun-
cillor was one of the warmest and most
prolonged I have ever heard at an
Assembly of the Swiss Abroad. It ex-
pressed the great admiration and. may
I say, affection in which we hold Mr.
Wahlen. The clarity of his thoughts and
the precision of his speech underlined
his profound knowledge of the whole
problem. Above all, throughout his
address, his personal involvement with
this important matter was evident, and
we were left with a feeling of gratitude
that Friedrich Traugott Wahlen is the
man who will guide those concerned in
this task. May he be granted good
health and strength to carry it through
and to lead our country to a better
future.

(MM)
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